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Tinted Windows 
 

Throughout the city, police established check points. They just stand in the middle of the street. 

Drivers know to slow down. Most are waved on. But occasionally the police motion for a car to 

stop. Just last week, I was stopped at a check-point on my way to Petionville. The cop asked to 

see my driver’s license and papers for the car. Behind my driver’s license I had a folded 1,000-

gourde bill (about ten bucks). I was waved on without the cop looking at the license or the papers. 

At one time, these stops made me nervous and angry. Now, I think of it as a toll.  
 

The cops always stop cars with tinted windows. It is against the law to have windows so dark 

you can’t see into the car…unless you have a permit to have tinted windows. In downtown 

yesterday, the police tried to stop a car with tinted windows. The driver ignored the directive to 

stop. He just drove past the cop. The cop shot at the car. He missed the car, but a bullet hit a 

motorcycle taxi driver. The victim was shot in the shoulder and needed to be taken to the hospital. 
 

Some additional information about the SUV that was shot at…inside the car was a number of 

children that had been picked up at school. They were probably the target of the kidnapping.  
 

Yesterday I had to drive Dr. Steph and Naica to clinic that had a doctor who was a skin specialist. 

The clinic is on a main road connecting downtown to Pétionville which I try to avoid as I feel very 

vulnerable on that road. It should be a 15-minute drive. We left at 8:20am. Traffic came to 

standstill just a few blocks before reached the road. On the main road, traffic in both directions of 

the four-lane road was not moving. Every once in awhile we would mover perhaps two car 

lengths. At one point a parade of motorcycles with soldiers holding machine guns zoomed past 

us. Clearly, there was trouble somewhere. We reached the clinic at 8:55am. There are only four 

parking spots outside the clinic. All were taken. I drove onto the sidewalk to let Steph and Naïca 

out. I had to wait in the car. I felt extremely vulnerable. Not nervous. Just concerned. 
 

Within minutes, Steph and Naïca returned to the car and got in. The security guard told Steph 

that the doctor took a vacation. This is the second time we’ve gone to the clinic only to find out 

the doctor was not available. It is not possible to call in advance. The clinic does not have a 

website. You just show up and hope for the best. 
 

The road has a concrete divider. I needed to make a U-turn. Cars were still not moving in either 

direction. I knew just a few feet beyond the clinic the concrete divided had been smashed, leaving 

a small opening. Fortunately, cars on my side of the road began to slowly move. There was a big 

track in outside lane that did not move. I saw my chance to change lanes. I turned into the space 

on divider, and mercifully, a guy on the oncoming lane waves for me to pass. No one was really 

moving. I made the U-turn and very slowly made my way back to the road where we turn right 

to head home. By then the line of cars waiting to reach the main road was at least two miles long. 

We got back to Santa Chiara at 9:45am. We dropped Naïca off at school on the way. We basically 

wasted and hour and twenty-five minutes in traffic for nothing. And so it goes in Haiti. 
 

Getting to the Root of the Problem 
 

When we got home, work was well under way in the destruction of one of the bathrooms on the 

first floor of the main house. The two bathrooms are used by all the younger kids. Roots from a 



tree had grown under the house and into the bathroom floor and plumbing. The tub and the floor 

had to be broken up and carted away. The workers had to dig down into the soil and remove the 

roots. I have no idea what this would cost. Gabens was wasting more time the hearing for the 

disgruntled former employee. Here are a few photos of the destruction. 
 

  
 

 
 



 
 

 
This is Steph’s cousin. He is a stone mason. We hired him for a few days 

to help Mackenson put the bathroom back together again. 
 

Before Steph 
 

Before Steph, I had two desks in my office. The main desk is metal and has seven drawers that 

can be locked. I use it for Santa Chiara business, especially the daily Journal. My older computer 

is hooked up to the internet cable box on the desk. I had a simple wooden desk with no drawers 



which Mackenson built for me. This is my writing desk. I have a newer, bigger, better computer 

which is normally locked up in the metal desk. I often remove it and use it for non-SCCC writing. 

It is not hooked up to the internet. All of my books and essays and filmscripts are on this 

computer. After we were married, I gave the wooden desk to Steph to use. On it, she has many 

medical books. We are often together (day and night) in the office, each at our own desk. The 

problem was that I often had both of my computers opened on my desk. Behind them was the 

big screen TV. It was a cluttered mess. I needed the writing computer to work on polishing the 

essay on Vincent van Gogh that will be published in the Spring edition of the Notre Dame 

Magazine. I was becoming frustrated by the clutter and lack of space.  
 

I kept looking around the room trying to imagine a solution. Then it hit me. There was a smaller 

wooden table on the balcony that I used to use when Bency and Naïve lived on the second floor. 

We often ate outside and the girls always used the table to do their homework. OK…I had an 

acceptable table. The next step was to figure out how to squeeze it into the office without moving 

the couch. The back wall still had three oxygen tanks I needed back in May 2019 when Covid 

nearly killed me. I also had an old piece of furniture where I stored some clothes. I hated it. The 

drawers were hard to open and close. I rarely used it. I moved it. Suddenly, there was room for 

the desk from the balcony.  
 

When I explained my plan to Steph, she was skeptical. With good reason. I have more crazy ideas 

than good ones. But she went along with the game and we moved the table in. It was perfect. But 

I went from sitting next to a window with a nice view to facing a blank blue wall. I wanted to 

hang a few icons I brought to Haiti. But it is impossible to put a nail in the concrete walls. I 

designed a solution. It took sometime to explain my design to Steph and it took her a lot more 

time to explain it to Mackenson, as he had to built it. Basically, I created a ledge that could be 

bolted to the wall…thanks to a power drill. I’ll let the photos tell the story. 
 

 



 
 

I was happy. I had a writing space. And working space. 

I spend early mornings and evenings at this desk. 

We had to buy the lamp. 

When Naïve saw it, she had a look on her face that seemed to say 

I have a crazy dad.  
 

Journal readers might be familiar with the term 

lectio divina 

which uses your imagination when reading scripture. 

I am more a practitioner of 

visio divina 

which allows me gaze at a spiritual image 

until I feel connected with the scene or person depicted. 

Visio divina is spiritual seeing. 

I can become lost in a Giotto fresco and feel inner peace 

and connected to the message the artist communicated in his art. 

Likewise, I can look at my photos from Africa or Haiti 

and feel more compassionate. 

The screen saver on my work computer 

features a slide show of photos from Haiti. 

My writing computer uses photos from Uganda as a screen saver.   

As I look at photos, I’m connected to my feelings as I took them 

and the people are always with me. 


